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At the start of the year, 
there was a reasonable 
degree of optimism that 
2019 would mark the 
turning point for our 
economy, given structural 
reform and a more 
proactive government. 
This was always going to 
be weighted towards the 
second half of the year, 
given that both consumers 
and businesses alike were 

“on hold” until after the elections. But even so, it 
appears that once again forecasts for economic 
growth are being revised lower for the year, and 
this has implications for other key metrics as well. 

As a reminder, GDP growth remains extremely 
anaemic. When measured on a year-on-year basis, 
growth has not breached the 2% rate since mid-2014. A 
growth rate of 2% is widely acknowledged as the minimum 
rate required to kickstart the multiplier effect through the 
economy. Statistics have not yet been published for Q1 
this year, so the most recent data we have is for the last 
quarter of 2018. For that quarter, GDP growth was 1.1% 
(year on year), or 1.4% (quarter on quarter.) Growth was 
driven by household consumption and net exports, offset 
by a slowdown in government expenditure and fixed 
investment. Further analysis of the data however, highlights 
another interesting trend. The major reason behind the 

weak reading was a sharp drawdown in inventories. 

This drawdown in inventories is corroborated by a number 
of other statistics – whether it be the rate of growth in imports 
(which is flat), or vehicle and retail sales (both of which 
are struggling for any traction). This is further supported by 
the Leading Indicator – an index published by the Reserve 
Bank. This points to a loss of momentum, with a further 
deterioration in the months to come. 

The consequence of this is that the forecasts for GDP 
growth for 2019 have been revised lower. Like so many 
years before, this year promised to herald a change in 

direction. unfortunately, that has yet to manifest 
itself. Rather, the trend looks set to weaken further, 
before recovering. The chart below highlights 
the current projection for 2019, vs consensus 
forecasts at the start of the year. It is plain to 
see that revisions have been negative. What is 
equally worrying (and frustrating) is that GDP 
growth is forecast to remain below 2% throughout 
2020 as well. 

Data for Q1 2019 will be released in early June, 
and we expect that the quarterly growth rate will 
be negative. Remember that in March the country 
experienced load shedding again, which impacted 
negatively on many industries. There should be a 
bounce in Q2 GDP, but there is a real risk that 
we suffer another “technical recession” this year 
– i.e., we have two quarters of negative growth – 
similar to the trend in 2018. 

One symptom of weak GDP growth is weak tax 

INsIghT semINar:  
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cOmpOsITION Of sa gdpGDP: WHERE IS THE REAL WEAKNESS?
Lack of confidence points to shrinking inventories

Q4 GDP data shows that a drawdown in inventories was one of the 
major reasons for the weak rate of GDP growth.
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revenue. Tax collections are down, with corporate 
tax especially weak, and VAT receipts are growing 
at just 2% over last year – another manifestation 
of weak demand in the economy. The problem 
with weak GDP growth and weak tax revenues 
are that they both impact on the ratio of Debt/GDP, 
and on the ability to repay our debt. These metrics 
are deteriorating, which is concerning given that 
our credit rating is already hanging by a thread. 
There is no room for further disappointment. 

From my opening few paragraphs, you might well 
be wondering if there is any good news at all? What 
is frustrating (but completely understandable) is 
that consumers are actually in relatively good 
financial health, yet there is a reluctance to 
spend due to heightened uncertainty. Debt as 
a percentage of disposable income is stable at 
75%, and debt-servicing costs are affordable, at 
9% of disposable income. There is some pressure 
on consumers from higher fuel prices, but this has 
been offset by stable inflation and interest rates. 
Furthermore, last year consumer disposable income grew 
due to increases in wages that outstripped inflation. By all 
measures, this would suggest that the consumer sector 
should be resilient, and growing. 

unfortunately, that is not the case. It has become apparent, 
both in our meetings with companies, and through the 
economic data, that consumers have the ability to spend, 
but they don’t have the confidence to do so. In other words, 
it is not an affordability issue that is keeping the consumer 
away from the shops. This is neatly captured in the following 
charts, which show the amount of cash building up in the 

economy. Cash balances (whether as a percentage of 
disposable income or as a percentage of GDP) are at their 
highest levels in twenty years.

What is encouraging is that the Reserve Bank has softened 
its tone recently, so there is a growing chance that our 

interest rates may be cut before the end of the year. That 
would be a welcome relief to the consumer sector, and a 
ossible catalyst for cash to be deployed elsewhere. 
Given that elections are now out of the way (finally), what 
would be the trigger for an improvement in our growth 
prospects. In our opinion, it all comes down to confidence. 
We have shown this chart many times, but it is worth 
repeating. Both consumer confidence (blue line) and 
business confidence (red line) remain weak – despite the 
initial surge after Ramaphosa won the AnC conference. 
In our opinion, any recovery in GDP is predicated on a 
recovery in confidence, so we will be watching these two 
indicators very close for any hint of “green shoots”. 

What does this mean for markets and for 
investors? unfortunately, foreign investors remain 
extremely skeptical of SA. Foreign investors 
typically benchmark themselves against the 
MSCI South Africa Index. This index is preferred 
since it excludes some of the large dual-listed 
shares – which makes it more representative of 
what is happening on the ground here. For the 
past ten years, foreign fund managers have 
been consistently underweight South Africa, and 
this is reflected in the fact that foreigners remain 
net sellers of SA-listed shares. This pressure is 
unlikely to abate any time soon. But the message 
from foreigners is clear: they need a compelling 
reason to reverse the trend. In our opinion, we 
can expect foreign selling to continue until there is 
clear political reform which points to a sustained 

improvement in local growth. 

Periods such as these are challenging for investors. On 
the one hand, we have painted a picture of weak growth 
and weak corporate profits, which is hardly a recipe for 
rising share prices. Yet on the other, we have witnessed 

cash BalaNces

… BUT IS VERY RISK AVERSE
Cash levels for both consumers and businesses are rising ……

Bank deposits as % of personal disposable income Bank deposits as % of GDP

Cash balances are rising, which highlights just how cautious both con-
sumers and companies are being given the uncertain political environ-
ment.
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periods in the past where investors have “looked 
through” the current weakness, and pushed share 
prices higher in anticipation of better times ahead. 
Such a period can lead to strong share price 
performance, even though the fundamentals are 
presently still weak. 

The charts below highlight this point. They show 
the P/e Ratio for the Retail Index and Banking 
Index respectively. These sectors are widely 
considered to be the most reflective of business 
conditions on the ground in South Africa, and they 
tend to act as barometers of sentiment towards 
the SA economy. In both cases, the P/e Ratio 
has been plotted, starting 50 days before the 
AnC elective Conference in 2017 and the current 
election respectively. The point of the chart is to 
highlight how sentiment can drive share prices 
higher. After Ramaphosa was elected AnC 
president, sentiment soared. In the aftermath of 
the AnC Conference, the General Retailers Index 
rose by 50% within the space of 4 months. This 
rally was almost due entirely to rising valuations 
(or sentiment) rather than growth in underlying 
profits. As we all know, that sentiment proved fleeting. It 
didn’t last. Six months later, the Index was back to the 
same level as before the Conference. The same happened 
to the Banking Index. 

The question is whether this pattern will be repeated? 
The red lines in the chart show the current trend leading 
into this election. The pattern looks remarkably similar. 
However, we do not believe that the same trend will unfold. 
Investors are more circumspect this time around, having 
already been bitten once. In our opinion, it will take concrete 
progress on the issues below to kickstart the improvement 
in confidence, which in itself should be the catalyst for a 
virtuous economic cycle.
1. The new cabinet. At the time of writing this had still 

not been announced. We are looking for a mix of 
experienced and trusted “old hands”, along with fresh, 
untainted new faces. 

2. Progress on policy. Last year we were promised 
policy action in telecoms (new spectrum) and tourism 
(visa requirements). Both are still pending. We need 

to see concrete evidence that policy reform is being 
implemented.

3. eskom remains a noose around this country’s neck, 
and there can be no sustainable progress until eskom 
has been stabilized. The resignation of the CeO last 
week is a major setback, which only serves, once 
again, to highlight how precarious its position is. 

4. Prosecutions for past crimes. Whilst all the right noises 
are being made, now that the election is out of the 
way, it is time for the nPA to lay charges against those 
implicated by the Zondo Commission. In our opinion, 
this would be a major catalyst for an improvement in 
confidence. 

Whilst we await clarity on South Africa’s future, we have 
to contend with the daily uncertainty of global politics – 
whether it be Trump’s trade war, eu elections, or the change 
of prime minster in the uK. Let us hope that, for once, our 
politics will be a little more stable and predictable, which 
should lay the foundation for the long-awaited economic 
recovery.

perfOrmaNce Of sa INc secTOrs
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Retailers and Banks rallied hard post the ANC Elective Conference, but 
that soon fizzled out as reality hit home. We do not think that inves-
tors will make the same mistake twice. Proof of change will be required 
before investors will start to price in better times ahead.

Confidence in sound policy and government will get SA’s economy moving again.
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I have commented many times how 
psychologists have established 
that human beings need 
comparisons to make decisions. 
We all know the famous saying – 
“Context is important”, indeed it is! 
Sadly, this is where we are often 
betrayed in our decision making. 
Some comparisons are easy to 
make and assess. A sports car 
versus an off-road vehicle, for 
example, is easy because we 
know that they are each suited 

to different main purposes so we are not disappointed 
when a sports car cannot cross a river or an off-road 
vehicle has a slow acceleration time. In the world 
of finance however, comparison can betray us and 
become our own worst enemy. This is best illustrated by 
an example. Consider the 3 investment funds in Table 1 
(all well-known brand names and all previous winners of 
Raging Bull awards for performance) along with the All 
Share Index (ALSI) (effectively a fund where the weight 
of each share in the portfolio is decided by the size of 
the share relative to the other shares in the basket).

The table indicates the annual return for each fund over 
the last 4 full calendar years, and then illustrates at the 
end what the change in value would have been for an 
investor who allocated his money to that fund. You will 
quickly note that only Fund A exceeded the All Share 
Index over the period, and Fund C failed to really grow 
the clients’ investment at all. 

Table 2 now illustrates the same 4 funds over just the 
last 3 years (2016-2018) on the same basis - individual 
annual returns and then the investor’s effective return 
over the 3-year period. You will now note that by far 
the best performing fund over this period was Fund C, 
which was the worst performer in Table 1. How is this 
possible?

The simple answer is manager focus and mandate. 
Different sectors of the economy perform at different 
times in the economic cycle. How a manager sees those 
companies relative to his investment style and mandate 
parameters will drive his exposure to potentially different 
performing sectors of the economy. It is a widely held 
investor myth that the professional investment industry 
is accurately able to predict events and consistently 
position for whatever may come in the future. In fact, it 
is universally agreed among the professional industry 
that they cannot accurately predict such events, and 
the fact that professional managers hold different views 
is largely what creates the buyer and the seller of the 
same share in the market place.

Let’s use Harvard House Investment Management 
versus a deep value fund manager (examples would 
be Allan Gray or ReCM) to illustrate the reality of 
this point. In the aftermath of the 2008/2009 crisis, 
commodity stocks (companies that mine iron ore, coal, 
copper etc.) found themselves with massive debt levels 
(large amount of money was borrowed to grow their 
operations in the face of high commodity prices and 
excessive demand) which put them in great jeopardy 
as both commodity prices slumped and demand was 
massively reduced. For a dividend-focused company 
like Harvard House, mining stocks and their high debt 
levels placed concern on the sustainability of dividends 
into the future. Consequently, commodity companies 
were very thinly held in portfolios. 

The deep value managers held a different view. They 
were much more interested in the share price relative 
to the break-up value of the company. This is because 
their investment philosophy is based on the mispricing 
of current market prices of shares relative to their 
valuation of the company, with very little consideration 
to dividend flow. Accordingly, they were buyers of these 
commodity companies and benefited enormously in 
the last 3 years from a rebound in commodity prices 
along with some extra demand that saw many of these 

The fOlly Of swITchINg 
TO BeTTer hIsTOrIc perfOrmers

Robin
Gibson

year fund a fund B fund c alsI
2015 6.30% -9.80% -31.40% 5.10%
2016 8.80% 18.30% 43.00% 2.60%
2017 14.00% 18.10% 2.40% 21.00%
2018 -8.00% -12.20% 0.50% -8.50%
4 Year Total 
Return 21.30% 10.65% 0.95% 19.39%

year fund a fund B fund c alsI
2016 8.80% 18.30% 43.00% 2.60%
2017 14.00% 18.10% 2.40% 21.00%
2018 -8.00% -12.20% 0.50% -8.50%
3 Year Total 
Return 14.11% 22.67% 47.16% 13.59%
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companies jump over 50% in 2017 and 2018. In that 
same period, a number of quality dividend payers in the 
market came under threat and saw their share prices 
slump on the back of poor sentiment and investor anxiety 
(not always entirely justified). This means that a look at 
the ranking tables will show that value investors have 
had the better of the last 3 years rather than momentum 
(asset managers who back the current trend) or income-
focused managers (like Harvard House).

The risk to the investor however, becomes his own 
behaviour in the face of this comparative game (and his 
limited understanding of the differentiation of manager 
style and mandate). The ability to compare fails him. Let’s 
illustrate the point by returning to our fund examples. If 
we assume our investor was in Fund C in 2015 and 
suffered a return of -31,4% in the year, it’s highly likely 
that he would have compared the fund to competitors 

in the newspaper and would have ‘voted with his feet’, 
moving to one of the other 2 funds (for the sake of our 
example) or even an index tracker (to access the return 
very similar of the ALSI index). Table 3 demonstrates 
how the next 3 years unfold for this investor by fund, 
compared to remaining put in Fund C.  The results 
are devastating, which just demonstrates that pursing 
performance is no different to guessing which share is 
going to be the best performer in the next 12 months.

In closing therefore, we re-iterate what we believe 
remains the best investment approach going forward (in 
spite of periods of extreme volatility and angst):

1. Invest in the right asset class. equity (shares) and 
Property are the only two mainstream retail asset 
classes that have consistently beaten inflation 
through all periods. ensure that this is where you 
remain in spite of the temptation to jump between 
asset classes.

2. Minimize your investment costs. Costs erode your 
real return (the return above inflation) so while you 
may need to pay a professional to advise you, keep 
it as realistic as possible.

3. Focus on income not capital change. Building a 
portfolio of growing income that meets your needs is 
the optimum way of achieving Point 1 above without 
suffering massive anxiety. Income streams are far 
less volatile than price moves and allow peace of 
mind even in the toughest of times. 

We have had a number of clients 
asking about this topic since the 
AnC’s election manifesto used 
this term. This note focus on the 
history of prescribed assets in this 
country, and how we will potentially 
react for those clients whose 
investments may be affected by 
the reintroduction of such a policy. 
For clarity, prescribed assets is 
only likely to affect compulsory 
savings (retirement annuities and 
pension assets). It is very unlikely 

that it would apply to discretionary savings. In addition, 
there is no clarity as to whether it would affect living 
annuities. In our opinion, those assets currently subject 
to Regulation 28 would be most likely to be affected. 

Investments falling outside of R28 should be unaffected.

history
What are Prescribed Assets? The term refers to a policy 
whereby a percentage of all retirement funds’ assets, 
by law, must be allocated to certain government-
approved instruments – typically bonds issued by either 
the Government itself or various SOes. South African 
pension funds were subject to prescribed assets under 
the previous regime (national Party), so it is not an 
invention of the AnC. The level of prescription under 
the national Party peaked in 1977 “when a Fund had 
to include at least 77.5% of its assets in a combination 
of state-owned companies and government bonds”. By 
1989, shortly before it was phased out, the target was 
53%. 

year
fund 
c-> a

fund 
c->B fund c

fund 
c->alsI

2015  
(Fund C) -31.40% -31.40% -31.40% -31.40%
2016  
(new fund) 8.80% 18.30% 43.00% 2.60%
2017  
(new Fund) 14.00% 18.10% 2.40% 21.00%
2018 ( 
new Fund) -8.00% -12.20% 0.50% -8.50%
4 Year Total 
Return -21.72% -15.85% 0.95% -22.07%

prescrIBed asseTs aNd 
TheIr hIsTOry IN sOUTh afrIca

Willie
Pelser
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The problem with introducing prescribed assets at 
the moment.

The problem comes when you force pension funds 
to finance basket-case state companies like eskom 
or SAA, which are unsustainable and the prospect of 
seeing a return on this investment is vanishingly slim. 
The government correctly diagnoses the problem: a 
lack of funding. But it miss-prescribes the remedy. 
Rather than force Funds to invest in shaky companies 
that no-one dare touch, the government should rather 
fix the state companies like eskom. It would have the 
dual benefit of boosting the country’s credit rating, and 
making the prospect of investing in those entities far 
more appealing. However, we might all agree that we 
are in a “Chicken and egg” situation – what comes first?

The main concern of implementing this policy right 
now is that the assets most likely to be prescribed are 
bonds issued by South Africa’s struggling SOes. This is 
clearly a concern insofar as limited retirement savings 
are going to be sunk into eskom’s debt or used to bail 
out SAA. It cannot be economically justified.

Such a narrow definition of prescribed assets would 
certainly be a concern. If this policy is ever enacted 
(which we hope it isn’t), then we would be advocating a 
broader definition that includes various other classes of 
instruments, such as infrastructure or housing, and not 
just limited to SOe debt. 

Social and economic development objectives remain 
high on the political and economic agenda. The principle 
of using savings to develop the country, both socially 
and economically, cannot be faulted as long as it is done 
without jeopardizing the savings of ordinary citizens. In 
fact, this wouldn’t be in the interest of Government, given 
that they have put tax breaks in place to encourage us 
to invest in retirement funds. Creating an environment 
that fosters savings and then scuppering those savings 
by forcing them into sub-optimal investments would be 
self-defeating.

what might be the impact if they are introduced?
Any policy that alters the natural balance between risk 
and return will have the effect of distorting the markets. 
For example, a requirement to increase exposure to 
government / SOe debt will cause a short term rally 
in bond yields, as investors rush to meet the minimum 
exposure levels. This will come at the expense of other 
asset classes, where there will be forced selling. In the 
longer term, bond yields would be kept artificially low, 
discouraging foreign investment, which may cause 
the currency to weaken. It could also generate “moral 
hazard” – would Government and the SOes manage 
their finances properly if the “pressure was off?”. 

unlikely, which would undermine structural reform and 
the long term trajectory of our economy.

how we will act if it is implemented?
Although the AnC’s election manifesto spoke about the 
introduction of prescribed assets, they used the word 
‘investigate’. To date, there is no working committee 
on the matter, nor has anyone been appointed to 
such a forum. However, politics has taught us that 
anything is possible and given the state of the South 
African economy and the financial affairs of SOes, 
announcements for or against can come quickly.

It is worth bearing in mind, however, that the largest 
pension fund is the GePF, managed by the PIC. The 
current Commission of enquiry shows that this “pot” has 
already been raided, although not for the benefit of all. 
We would expect any attempt to regulate pension funds 
further to be met with stiff resistance from the unions. 
So whilst there is certainly a growing risk that some 
form of prescription will be introduced, we believe it is 
far from certain how onerous such a policy would be, 
and how quickly it could be implemented. 

That said, how will we act? Although the term reads 
“prescribed”, we draw the conclusion based on history 
that there will be some scope for choice. What could 
this entail? Consider that institutions such as Transnet, 
eskom, SAnRAL and TCTA, amongst others, constantly 
issue longer-dated bonds to finance themselves. We 
foresee a continuation of these and potential new 
issuance for specific projects. example of specific 
projects could be water and sanitation, schools, jobs 
programs, etc. Obviously the most pressing need is at 
eskom, and this is where prescription will initially be 
focused. A recent comment from the eskom working 
group suggests that “everyone” will bear some form of 
cost in order to right this ship. That might be palatable to 
the electorate given what is at stake, but only provided 
a) that the perpetrators are prosecuted and new 
management is competent and trusted. Otherwise we 
think there will be massive resistance to prescription, 
especially from the unions. 

At the end of the day, it is difficult to draw conclusions 
when no policy has been presented. If something does 
come of it, we believe we will have time to assess the 
implications to ensure that clients are positioned as 
favourably as possible, and always with reference to our 
philosophy of a growing income stream where possible. 
However, our assessment of the situation is that there is 
much water to flow under this bridge before prescribed 
assets becomes a reality.
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disclaimer:
The information contained in this newsletter comes from sources believed to be reliable, but Harvard House Investment Management 
(Pty) Ltd , Harvard House Financial Services Trust, Harvard House Insurance Brokers and Harvard House, Chartered Accountants 
(collectively known as the Harvard House Group), do not warrant its completeness or accuracy.  Opinions, estimates and assumptions 
constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice.  Past performance is not indicative of future 
results.  This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Any investor who 
wishes to invest with the Company should seek additional advice from an authorized representative of the firm. The Company accepts 
no liability whatsoever for any loss or damages whatsoever and howsoever incurred, or suffered, resulting, or arising, from the use of 
this newsletter. The contents of this newsletter does not constitute advice as contemplated in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary 
Services Act (FAIS) of 2002.

The Harvard House unit trusts are registered under the Boutique Collective Investments.  Custodian: Standard executors & Trustees:  
Tel (021) 007-1500.  Collective Investments are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participating interests may go 
down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. Collective Investments are traded at ruling prices and 
can engage in script lending.  Forward pricing is used. Commission and incentives may be paid and if so, are included in the overall cost.  
This fund may be closed to new investors.  Collective Investment  prices are calculated on a net Asset Value basis and auditor’s fees, 
bank charges, trustee and RSC levies are levied against the portfolio. The portfolio manager may borrow up to 10% of portfolio nAV to 
bridge insufficient liquidity.   Boutique Collective Investments is a member of ASISA and is an authorised Financial Services Provider.  
Should you have any further queries or complaints regarding the suite of units trusts offered by The Harvard House Group please 
contact:  Boutique Collective Investments Call Centre, Tel: (021) 007-1500, email:  clientservices@bcis.co.za.  For your information, the 
FAIS ombudsman provides an independent and objective advisory service.  Should you not be satisfied with the outcome of a complaint 
handled by Boutique Collective Investments, please write to, The Ombudsman, PO Box 74571, Lynnwoodridge, 0040.  Telephone (012) 
470 9080/99.  Fax (012) 348 3447.  email:  info@faisombud.co.za

Harvard House Investment Management (Pty) Ltd*, Licence no: 675   Harvard House Insurance Brokers*, License no.  44138 

Harvard House Financial Services Trust*, Licence no: 7758 * Authorised financial service providers in terms of FAIS (2002)

For more information on the range of products and 
services offered by Harvard House Investment 
Management and its associated companies (including 
Harvard House, Chartered Accountants), or for any 
financial advice, please contact the Company at:

harvard hOUse grOUp
G 3 Harvard Street, Howick, 3290, South Africa

+ P.O. Box 235, Howick, 3290, South Africa

( +27 (0) 33 330 2164

7 +27 (0) 33 330 2617

@ admin@hhgroup.co.za

W www.hhgroup.co.za

ContaCt Details:

INsIghT semINars
Six months will have passed since we presented our 
outlook for 2019. Some of our key expectations have come 
to pass, others have not. By June, we would have had 
time to assess the impact of the election result. Our next 
seminar will update our outlook for markets for the rest of 
the year, and into 2020. 

Please RSVP to Clare Mitchell on 033 3302164 or 
clarem@hhgroup.co.za.

NaTal mIdlaNds
Topic: updating our market outlook
Date: 13th of June 2019
Venue: Fernhill Hotel

Midmar / Tweedie  Road
(almost opposite entrance to 
Midmar

Morning Time: 10am for 10.30am
evening Time: 5.30pm for 6pm

JOhaNNesBUrg
Topic: updating our market outlook
Date: 25th of July 2019
Venue: Rosebank union Church, Cnr 

William nichol and St Andrews 
Road, Hurlingham

Morning Time: 7am for 7:30am


